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Dr. Seuss’ Birthday!
Have you ever heard of an author named
Dr. Seuss? Well, on March 2nd, it would’ve
been Dr. Seuss’ birthday, but sadly he
passed away on September 24, 1991. Dr.
Seuss made great books like “The Cat in
the Hat,” “Green Eggs and Ham,” “How
the Grinch Stole Christmas,” “The Lorax,”
and more.
Dr. Seuss’ first book was rejected more
than two dozen times, but he kept trying
and look where it got him. His books have
become more famous over time. You
might be asking, “Why did he want to
start writing poetry?”. Well, he got his
sense of writing poetry from his mother.
Dr. Seuss made great books, and his spirit
will always be with us.
- Isabella Cruz

Italian/American Plumber Day
Have you ever heard of the
Italian/American plumber named Mario?
Well, there is a day dedicated to this
Italian plumber. Mario is featured in a
game created in 1985 called “Super Mario
Bros” made by Shigeru Miyamoto. Mario’s
first appearance wasn’t even in his own
game. It was on the platformer game
Donkey Kong and Mario wasn’t even
originally named Mario, he was named

Jumpman. Mario Day is on March 10th,
because on the calendar it looks like
M-A-R-1-0 which looks like Mario. This
day was originally for people named
Mario, but Nintendo’s favorite plumber
dominates the attention. Mario Day is a
great day to celebrate by just simply
playing Super Mario Bros all day long.

- Camilla Almaguer and Elijah Molina

Leprechaun Fun!
St. Patrick’s Day is pretty awesome, but
do you have any knowledge of the green
leprechaun mascot for this holiday? As
you may know, St. Patrick’s Day is well
known for the infamous four leafed clover
which symbolizes luck. Well, leprechauns
are extremely similar to the four leafed
clover. Leprechauns symbolize riches,
and just like the clovers, luck!
Leprechauns are short, red-headed,
dressed entirely in green suits, and they

tend to speak with an Irish accent.
Though leprechauns are believed by many
to be a practical joke, they are pretty cool.
And lastly, make sure to wear green on
March 17th, the day of St. Patrick’s Day so
you don’t get pinched by Mr.Pinchy!
- Emily Ahumada

Pig Day
Have you ever heard of National Pig Day?
Well, it’s a day to celebrate how much pigs
have become part of American culture.
The purpose of the holiday is so people
can know how smart and cute pigs are.
Pigs have the intelligence of a human
toddler and are ranked as the fifth most
intelligent animal in the world!! What
makes pigs cute is their adorable curly
tails, soft noses, and floppy ears. Pigs are
the most cute and adorable creatures in
the world!!
-Evelyn Martinez
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Pi Day!
Have you heard of National Pi Day? No,
not the pie you eat; the number that has
never been completed. Well, you are
probably hungry now, but here are some
facts about Pi Day. Pi Day is on March 14th
or 3/14 because 3.14 are the first three
digits of Pi. The symbol for Pi has been
used for 250 years that’s older than the
United States! Many people in the United
States learn how to use Pi at a really
young age, because of the new math
curriculum. The digits of Pi currently go
on forever like the universe, but there
could be an end to the number if
mathematicians didn’t give up at 62.8
trillion digits. That’s the end of my facts
about Pi; now I’m gonna go eat some pie.
-Alyssa Stokes

Women Make History Possible
National Women’s History Month was
started because women came together.
Women’s fight for their rights isn’t
ancient history; it happened within a
single lifetime. Even today with laws and
rights, genders are not treated the same.
Women’s history should be known and
never forgotten. Women will always carry
their own legacy.
-Isabella Cruz, Alizay Gonzalez, and
Camilla Almaguer

Popcorn Day
Popcorn has been around for around
9000 years. Even so, it’s not stale; even
the butter is still good. The first
commercial popcorn machine was made
in 1885. Man that’s old! The first
microwaveable popcorn was made in
1982. Did you also know that the biggest
popcorn producer is Nebraska with over
250 million pounds produced annually?
-James  Cummins

Butterflies
Did you know that butterflies have their
own day? Yearly, on this day, people don’t
just learn about Butterflies, they help
make the environment better. For
instance, some people plant a garden.
Planting a garden helps butterflies by
providing them food. Helping butterflies
is important because they pollinate
flowers and help us with growing our
food. Some people even make their own
butterflies with their art materials. Now
you can grow a garden or learn how they
can help us.

-Zoey Garza

World Wildlife Day
World Wildlife Day is a celebration of
endangered animals held on March 3rd
every year in order to bring awareness to
endangered animals and plants. You can
learn about these plants and animals at
your local zoo, botanical gardens, or any
of the national parks. Find out how losing
plants and animals impact our
ecosystems, or discover more about
biodiversity and its importance. Scientists
have estimated that there are a total of 8.7
million animal species yet to be
discovered! Sadly, a lot of animals are
going extinct. Some of the endangered
animals are Red pandas, sea turtles, giant
pandas, tigers, elephants, and African
wild dogs. If you love animals and don’t
want them to go extinct, try celebrating
this day, and see if you would like to make
this a tradition in your family.

-Amara Salazar, Adriana Hinojosa


